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Metals and Mining 
COVID-19 worsens an already tough situation 

What’s changed post-COVID? 
The strain on credit quality gets worse. Half of metals and mining credits in North 
America are rated ‘B’ or lower, and we have a negative outlook on 40% of those. 
Credit quality recovered only modestly from the 2016 downturn, and lower returns 
and reinvestment are taking a toll on competitive positions with rising maturities. 

Demand shock and inventory overhang could mean lower for longer. Metals 
producers are cautious as COVID-19 worsened prices and volumes that were 
already dropping in early 2020. Several steel and aluminum producers are reducing 
output and curtailing capital spending to conserve cash. 

Bright spots emerge. Gold remains true-to-form by performing well in uncertain 
times, but its historical price relationships with the U.S. dollar and oil have 
diverged, leaving room for caution. Tight iron ore and copper markets are showing 
good price response to supply cuts, albeit at the cost of marginal volume. 

What is the likely path to recovery? 
Supply cuts to balance markets. Higher prices typically improve profitability faster 
than a volume rebound, necessitating supply discipline from high-cost producers 
for 12-18 months. The path to recovery likely includes the permanent closure of 
steel and aluminum capacity in the U.S. and Western Europe. 

Capex cuts can only last so long. Many metals producers have only enjoyed about 
18 months of good markets in the last five years. The consequent reduced 
reinvestment is taking a toll on weaker assets while better-capitalized competitors 
grow modern assets like electric arc furnaces for steelmaking. 

Balance sheet repairs and discipline buy time. Balance sheets are in better shape 
than before the 2015-16 downturn, but the COVID-19 hit to profits appears broader 
and more enduring. Issuers used the 2017-18 price “boomlet” to reduce debt and 
boost investment, and the downturn that began in 2019 likely preempted more 
ambitious debt-funded top-of-cycle M&A or large greenfield projects. 

What are the key risks around the baseline? 
Elevated inventories will slow any rebound. Producer discipline is elusive and 
disorderly in a sharp downturn, and volumes can pile up in storage as unprofitable 
assets work through raw materials with unevenly timed shutdowns. 

Operating costs and potential disruptions could disrupt profit recovery. Most 
metals producers have high fixed costs, so capacity utilization is important to 
profitability and cash flow. Disruptions from COVID-19 or related knock-on effects 
can slow output and drive up unit costs for large industrial assets. 

Maturities could coincide with high debt leverage. The duration of this downturn 
will test access to capital for rising maturities in the next 12-18 months. In 
particular, U.S. thermal coal producers appear to have lost access to new capital. 

Latest Related Research 

– Metal Price Assumptions: Gold Shines, While Slow Recovery Flattens Other 
Metal Prices, July 1, 2020 
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Ratings Statistics (YTD)  

 IG SG All 
Ratings 11 58 69 

Downgrades 0 20 20 

Upgrades 0 3 3 
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